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Abstract 

The main purpose of this project, at Safran Electronics & Defense, Mantes-La-Ville, France, 

was to write the manual of activities of the Supply Chain. This manual gathers all the 

documents needed to explain the operation of the unit and was created at the request of the 

quality management. 

After sorting out all the existing documents, the obsolete ones were deleted, the useful ones 

set in order and some new documents were written. The result of this work is a document 

containing a description of the management, organization chart, rituals, indicators, and 

methods of operating and the procedures of the Supply Chain unit. 

In the meantime, several side projects about lean management were led during this mission: 

a 5S methodology applied on the desktop folder of the Supply Chain, the creation of a MOOC 

about logistics and the reorganization of the reception part. 

 

 

 

Sammanfattning 

 
Huvudsyftet med detta projekt, has Safran Electronics & Defense, Mantes-La-Ville, 

Frankrike, var att skriva en handbok om Supply Chains verksamhet. Denna handbok samlar 

alla dokument som behövs för att förklara enhetens funktion och skapades på begäran av 

kvalitetshanteringen. 

Efter att ha sorterat ut alla befintliga dokument, raderades de föråldrade, de användbara 

sattes i ordning och några nya dokument skrevs. Resultatet av detta arbete är ett dokument 

som innehåller en beskrivning av hantering, organisationsschema, ritualer, indikatorer, 

arbetssätt och förfaranden i Supply Chain-enheten. 

Under tiden bedrevs flera sidprojekt om Lean management under detta uppdrag: en 5S-

metodik som användes på skrivbordsmappen i Supply Chain, skapandet av en MOOC om 

logistik och omorganisationen av mottagningsdelen.
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Company presentation 

This internship took place in the SAFRAN Electronics & Defense production site in Mantes-La- 

Ville, France. In this chapter, SAFRAN group and particularly SAFRAN Electronics & Defense, 

Mantes-La-Ville are briefly described. 
 

1. SAFRAN Group 
 

Operating worldwide, SAFRAN has nearly 58,000 employees in nearly 30 countries. 

Comprising a number of companies, SAFRAN holds, alone or in partnership, world or 

European leadership positions in its markets. SAFRAN undertakes extensive Research & 

Development programs to keep pace with its fast-evolving markets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 1: SAFRAN employees’ breakdown in the world (Safran, 2018) 



Operating in three fields: aeronautics, space and defense, SAFRAN is divided into 10 

companies: 

- SAFRAN Aero Boosters 

- SAFRAN Aircraft Engines 

- SAFRAN Ceramics 

- SAFRAN Corporate Ventures 

- SAFRAN Electrical & Power 

- SAFRAN Electronics & Defense 

- SAFRAN Helicopter Engines 

- SAFRAN Landing Systems 

- SAFRAN Nacelles 

- SAFRAN Transmission Systems 

In the figures below are the main products developed by SAFRAN: 

 

Figure 2: SAFRAN Aeronautics Products (Safran, 2018) 



 
 

 
Figure 3: SAFRAN Space Products (Safran, 2018) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4: SAFRAN Defense Products (Safran, 2018) 
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2. SAFRAN Electronics & Defense, Mantes-La-Ville 
 

SAFRAN Electronics & Defense, part of SAFRAN group, holds world or European leadership 

positions in optronics, avionics, electronics and critical software for both civil and military 

markets. SAFRAN Electronics & Defense is the No. 1 company in Europe and No. 3 worldwide 

for inertial navigation systems (INS) used in air, land and naval applications. It is also the world 

leader in helicopter flight controls and the European leader in optronics and tactical UAV 

systems. Operating across the globe through the SAFRAN international network, SAFRAN 

Electronics & Defense and its subsidiaries employ 7,600 people in Europe, Africa, Asia-Pacific, 

North America and South America. 

In Mantes-La-Ville, SAFRAN has a 12 000 m² manufacturing and maintenance center with 

around 300 workers. On this site are manufactured actuators for the avionic and military 

sectors, trim actuators and linear and rotational servos. 

It is divided into two operational directions which are the Industrial Direction – Excellence 

Center of Avionic Products and the Customer Support Direction - Maintenance and Repair 

Center. Operating with the product quality, management control, HSE (health, safety and 

environment) and human resources divisions. On the figure below is shown the organization 

of the site: 
 
 

 
Figure 5: SAFRAN Electronics & Defense, Mantes-La-Ville organization 



On the following figure are shown the main products manufactured on the site and their 

positions in the aircrafts and helicopters: 

 

Figure 6: Products Manufactured on the site (Safran, 2018) 

 
 

 

On this site are produced of total of 14 000 equipment annually, distributed as shown on the 

following figure: 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Annual production distribution 



Manual of activities 

1. Purpose 

 
The main purpose of this internship was to write the manual of activities of the supply chain for 

the entire site. 

Before the writing of this manual all the procedures and methods of operating were spread in 

different folders on the internal network of the company and some were only in printed form. 

The work that has to be done was first to understand the working principle of the Supply Chain 

unit and then to describe it as specifically as possible using flow charts, procedures, methods 

of operating and follow-up indicators. 

Thanks to the manual, an external person auditing the Supply Chain or a new employee 

starting his job in this department is supposed to fully understand the operations sequence 

executed in this site. 

 

2. Supply chain Operations 

 
The Supply Chain main missions are: 

 
➢ To plan all resources according to the Manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) 

method, to manage the business planning, establish the master schedule and to 

analyze and control the net requirements calculations 

➢ To control the entire supply process by ensuring that every supplier provides all the 

products at the right time and with the right quantities. 

➢ To manage and master all the logistic flows (incoming, internal and outgoing), from the 

supplied products receipt until the finished products shipment. 

➢ To ensure the quality, availability and integrity of the data required for the efficient 

functioning of the supply chain 

➢ To control the work in progress and finished products stocks to minimize the costs of 

these stocks 

 
In order to manage all these responsibilities, the department is divided in several units, which 

can be seen on the figure below: 
 
 

 

Figure 8: Supply chain Organization 



As described on the figure below, all the units are working together from the customer to the 

shipment of the finished products. 

Figure 9: Supply chain operations 

 

 
The mission of the planning department is creating the production program of the company 

according to the demand from all customers. 

Once this production program is established, the supply management is able to control if the 

suppliers are respecting the time limits and the quantities of shipped products. 

In the warehouse, the supplied products are managed by the logistics, from the reception to 

the storage and then to the shipping department. 

All these units are supported by the supply chain methods, responsible for the continuous 

improvement of the supply chain, the data management, which provides a suitable database 

up-to-date, and the supply chain management which coordinate all these departments. 



3. Work done 

 
The first month was an integration period in the different units of the Supply Chain in order to 

discover and understand the work of every employee in the service. The first week in the 

reception and storage unit, second week in the shipping unit then the third week with supply 

management and finally the last week with the planning. After this month it was possible to 

identify the existing procedures for every unit that has to be kept or erased and the missing 

procedures that has to be written. 

 
Then began the work with the managers of all units, to validate the list of useful procedures. 

The main work was done for the logistics units: reception, storage and shipping where a lot of 

procedures and methods of operating had to be rewritten and/or merged. For the three other 

units it was just a research and group work. 

 
On the figure below can be seen the Gantt diagram that was done in the beginning of the 

project, just after the integration period. The main part is about the manual and several side 

projects were done in the meantime, these side project will be described in the next part of the 

report. 

 

Figure 10: Gantt diagram of the project (Tom's planner, 2018) 

  



Logistics department 

 
Reception 

 

The first thing to do in the reception part was to identify all the flows going through this 

part. There are a lot of different pieces coming at the reception which must be handled 

differently: new purchased parts, parts to be repaired, parts that have been outsourced and 

many other parts. 

Every kind of flow coming at the reception had to be understood and then precisely 

described in one or several procedures. 

 
- New purchased parts 

 
Simplest parts to be handled. Here only one procedure had to be created for new purchased 
part, describing how to take delivery and put the parts to stock physically and in the database. 
 

- Parts to be repaired 
 
These parts needed a lot more explanations in the activities manual because of the trackability 
issues in aeronautics. A part is treated differently depending on the fact that it has already 
flown or not. Several procedures were needed for this part explaining how to handle the 
trackability of the reparations. 
 

- Outsourced parts 
 
The outsourced parts need a validation by the quality department. So, it has to be explained in 
the manual how to take the delivery, hand it to the quality control and put it into stock. 
 

- Customs 
 
The last big flow in the reception part was the parts that must deal with customs. Once again 
for trackability issues, customs are a big part in this industry. There are a lot of very specific 
rules for aeronautics parts traveling between different countries. These rules has to be 
understood and put into the manual in order that everyone in the reception part of the site was 
able to deal with customs clearance. 
 

These are the 4 main flows in the reception but some more had to be described in a big 

procedure explaining how to treat the unusual ones. 

Not a lot of these procedures already existed before the manual and it was a real 

development to write them in order to make everyone in this department capable of doing 

every job. 

 
  



Storage 
 

Just before the beginning of this internship, the storage part of the site was completely 

redesigned with new routes for the picking of the parts, allowing the employees working in 

storage to gain a lot of time. Therefore, all the procedures had to be adapted and some 

had to be created. 

 

The first thing to do was to explain and describe precisely how to place in storage every 

part. First rule being that every physical movement must go with a movement in the 

database. A procedure had to be written for every kind of flow coming from the reception. 

 

Once the parts are placed in storage production orders are coming from production 

management. Workers in the storage needs then to pick every part needed in this 

production order respecting rules for every physical and database movement.  

 

Another flow in the storage is special orders coming from other sites of the company. Here, 

the parts for these orders need to be shipped to another site so they can be assembled 

there. Once again, all the ground rules about stock movement had to be written. 

 

All these flows were described step by step in the manual in order to finish all the 

redesigning work that has been done in this department.  

 

During the internship, there was a project to redefine cycle counting for all the parts in the 

storage with new locations. Next step for the manual is to write procedure about this 

inventory process. 

 
 

Shipping 
 

Once again, all the flows outgoing had to be described with a procedure for every one of 

them. The difference in the shipping department was the importance of the technical 

documentation that must be sent with the parts shipped and the packaging of these parts. 

 

In the aeronautical industry, the parts are traced during every step of the production 

process. All the documents related to these steps have to be sent when the part is shipped 

from the site.  

 

In the manual are described all the documents that have to be sent for the different 

outgoing flows besides packaging and good practices for shipping aeronautical parts. 

 
 
 
 
 

  



Planning 
 

In this company, the MRP2 principle (manufactured resource planning) is used to calculate 

the source materials that will be needed to produce the parts and subassemblies.  

 

The first step of this process is called the S&OP (Sales and Operations plan). This plan is 

a long-term vision made by the planning department in cooperation with general, 

production and commercial management. The main goal is to match the resources 

(workforce and stocks) with the production needs calculated with the sales previsions and 

order backlog. 

 

Once this long-term vision is established, the master production schedule (MPS) is 

calculated. It is a more precise plan of finite production with a medium-term vision. With 

this vision and an ERP (enterprise resource planning) software the MRP calculation can be 

made. The result of the MRP calculation (Materials Requirements Planning) is the pieces 

needed to produce all the subassemblies of the MPS. 

 

During this internship, all the sites of Safran Electronics & Défense were trying to create a 

shared folder with all the procedures concerning the MRP2 method with all the 

particularities created by the company.  

 

The part about the planning department in the manual is explaining this method and all the 

process needed to execute it.   



Data management 
 

Data management is a key function in the supply chain. Every decision needs to be 

supported by reliable data. All the stock movements, referencing, stocks, sales, everything 

needs to be recorded flawlessly. 

 

An engineer was working on improving data at this moment and had implemented a lot of 

new process to strengthen information in the systems. 

 

Therefore, all the procedures about these processes had to be written and put in the 

manual as well. 

 

Procurement 
 

The last department to be described in the manual was procurement. A lot of procedures 

were already written concerning the ordering process and the supplier relation.  

 

There was just one job that hadn’t any information about it. The manufacturing tools 

procurement responsible.  

 

On this position, the KABAN method was used. Which means that a minimum stock was 

calculated for every tool and each time this stock is reached, some new tools had to be 

ordered. This method crossed with minimum quantity order for the several suppliers of 

manufacturing tools had to be described precisely through several procedures so that this 

position was clear for everyone. 

 

  



4. Results 
 

Here is a rough description of the manual table of content, result of the work done during this 

project: 
 

 

 

 
First the document is presented and the purpose of the Supply Chain is explained. Then the 

organization charts are shown and the management, rituals and follow-up indicators of every 

unit are described. The big part of the manual is the procedures and methods of operating 

listing, in this part can be found all the documents needed to realize any operation related to 

the Supply Chain. 

 
The document can’t be shown in the report but here is an example of what it looks like for an 

imaginary unit: 

 

Imaginary Unit 

Management and rituals 

 
A meeting with all the employees of the imaginary unit occurs every morning at 8:30, led by the imaginary 

unit manager. Its purpose is to discuss the problems noted by the team, to track the unit performance and 

to communicate about new event and/or procedures. 

Once a week the meeting includes topics about security and participative innovations. 

The performance is described thanks to these points: 



Bought parts reception 
Parts manufactured 

Control 

NO Is the 

control 

OK? 

YES 

Reception 

Storage 

Shipment 

Product shipped 

• Costs : 

• Number of bought parts 

• Period : 

• LEAD time to manufacture a part 

• Quality : 

• Number of rejected parts for non-quality 

 

Follow-up indicators 

 
The imaginary unit manager updates the following indicators: 

 

- Service rate of the unit, daily 

- Bought and manufactured parts inventory, every week 

- Number of expired parts, every month 

 

Procedures and methods of operating 

 
Flow charts 

 

 



Procedures 

 
 

IU-PROC-0001-Control of the bought parts 

IU-PROC-0002-Reception of the manufactured and bought parts 

IU-PROC-0003-Storage of a part 

IU-PROC-0004-Shipment of a part 

 
Methods of operating 

 
IU-MO-0001-Electronics parts control 

IU-MO-0002-Placing in storage 

IU-MO-0003-Withdrawal of parts for production order 

IU-MO-0004-Packing of a part 

IU-MO-0005-Specific packing for metallic parts 

 
Job description sheets and skills matrix 

 
Job description Imaginary Unit Manager 

Skills matrix Imaginary Unit Manager 

Job description Receiving agent 

Skills matrix Receiving agent 

Job description Logistic agent 

Skills matrix Logistic agent 



Side projects 

Even though the main goal of the project was the writing of the manual, some side projects 

were done during this mission in collaboration with different people from different unit of the 

company. 

 

1. 5S Methodology 
 

5S represents five Japanese verbs (seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke) that can be 

translated in English as in the figure below: 
 

 

 
Figure 11: Meaning of the 5S (Intrieri, 2013) 

 
 

It is a lean manufacturing tool used to improve the workplace efficiency thanks to five steps 

represented by these five verbs. 

The 5S methodology was applied to the Logistics desktop folder in parallel with the writing of 

the manual. Indeed, the obsolete procedures has to be erased and replaced by the new so it 

was the perfect opportunity to erase all the useless files and to reorganize the entire Logistics 

folder. 

The result of this work was a 90% decrease in the number of files and a new standardized file 

tree used for each department allowing to find more easily any specific file. 



2. MOOC about Logistics 
 

Another project during this internship was to create a MOOC about the Mantes-La-Ville site 

Logistics. This project was initiated by the Supply Chain Manager of the site and the Human 

Resources department who wanted to develop the newcomers’ formation. 

 

MOOC means Massive Open Online Course and is a free course on the internet available for 

everyone. This one was intended to be presented on the first work day of new employees in 

the logistics department.  

It presents first the different units of the Supply Chain in order to understand the links 

between logistics and the other Supply Chain departments. Then, there is a description of the 

three parts of the logistics department: reception, storage and shipment and a map of the 

part flows going through these parts. Finally, there is a description of every job in the 

department so the new employee can know what everyone is doing. 

 
 

3. Reception reorganization 
 

On the Mantes-La-Ville site, the reception and storage parts in the warehouse are grouped 

together. Not so long before the beginning of this project, the storage part was entirely 

reorganized following a lean transformation. As a continuation of this first reorganization, it was 

needed to do the same transformation for the reception part. 

 
The first thing to do was a mapping of the flows in the reception. Thanks to the extraction of 

the parts movements’ data from the software SAP it was possible to calculate the size of the 

different flows in the reception. Then, with some field observations, processing times were 

calculated for each flow. By combining the number of parts received by unit of time and the 

processing time of each flow, it was possible to design an organization more adapted for the 

reception part. 

 

  



In order to monitor the project, the DMAIC method was apply with the help of my tutor all 

along. 

This method has 5 steps described in the figure below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 : DMAIC Description (Intrieri, 2013) 

 

 

Define:  First, a clear definition of the process must be described precisely with all the 

processes involved. During this phase, all the research work about the reception part of the 

warehouse was very useful l to really understand what has to be done in order to improve the 

reception process. 

 

Measure: Then we need to quantity the problem in order to verify the solution later. For this 

project it was the mapping of all the flows and the time needed to handle each one. In order 

to do that, a lot of data collection had to be done for the next step. 

 

Analyse: With all the data collected, we can proceed to an analysis of the problems and find 

the root causes. For this project, the flows that had to be changed because of the new 

storage design had to be identify as well as the processes causing errors in the database. 

 

Improve: After the measuring and analysis phases, it was possible to come up with viable 

solution for a new design of the reception part. During this internship, the project was led until 

the improve phase and 3 different solutions were presented to the direction committee of the 

site in the end. After that, the new processes need to be put in place and the control phase 

can begin. 

 

Control: During this last phase, it is important to measure the gains of the solutions chosen 

during the improve phase and be sure that they remain suitable.  

 

 

This side project was really the most rewarding thanks to the DMAIC method that has to be 

apply all along. 



Conclusions 

At the end of this project, the main objective stated in the beginning of the internship was 

reached. A written manual of activities of the Supply Chain gathering all the information needed 

to fully describe the operation of the unit was created. 

In addition, some additional Lean management projects were led in partnership with different 

people from different units. 

This project was the opportunity to discover and fully understand the operation of an industrial 

Supply Chain, which is a complex functioning with many specificities and require time to get to 

grips with. Also, participating in several projects in this company was a rewarding experience 

and a good starting point in Supply Chain engineering. 
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